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Stay Hydrated
Versatile hydration water bladder great for 

many occasions with or without the bladder, 
from packing hiking trip essentials to carrying 
light luggage while traveling. With adjustable 

traps and buckles.
Crave Outdoors Hydration Backpack

$17.99,  Amazon.com

Stay Connected
The GizmoPal 2 by LG is the 

checking–in wearable you 
and your kid can be happy 

about. Quickly make calls to 
and from the watch and easily 
locate it from your phone, so 

you know where your child 
is. All in a fashionable, water-

proof* device. 
LG GizmoPal 2; 

$79.99,  Verizon.com

Hands-Free Light
Whenever you need it. Shines ultra-bright (110 

Lumens) and bulb lasts up to 100,000 hours. 3 AAA 
batteries included!  

Shining Buddy LED Headlamp 
$9.95,  Amazon.com

Light On-the-Go
This is the coolest solar 

powered light on the market!  
It comes in 8 solid color 

modes, including white, and 
a multi-color fade, adjustable 
snap handle for easy hanging 

or charging on the go, is 
waterproof, floats and packs 

flat for easy storage and 
charging.

2-PACK LuminAID 
PackLite Color-Changing 

Inflatable Solar Lantern 
$39.89,  Amazon.com

built-in whistle!

Glow Buddies
These reusable glow lights are perfect for 

any child! These specially formulated glow-in-
the-dark crystals absorb any light to recharge 
and last all night! Debbie’s grandson loves the 

necklace and wears it everywhere!
UV Paqlite Scout 4-pack; 

$22,  Amazon.com

      Survivor Bracelet with Whistle
Give your kid a fashionable way to survive in any 
situation!  This woven paracord bracelet comes with 
a built in whistle!  
6-Pack Paracord Survivor Bracelet Braided 
with Whistle Parachute Cord; 
$10,  Amazon.com
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Backyard Campouts
This 4 Person Tent is easy to set-up, 

lightweight and perfect for any camping 
or backyard adventure! 

Winterial 4-Person Tent
$94.99,  Amazon.com

Emergency Sleeping Bag
You never knew sleeping bags could be so small, 
right?  Perfect for your teens emergency car kit 

or in your child’s 72-hour kit!
SE Emergency Sleeping Bag; 

$9.95,  Amazon.com

Survival Energy Bars
Are you trying to pump up your 72-
hour kit supplies?  Have Santa leave 
these tasty survival bars to add to their 
72-hour emergency kit.
18-pack Millennium Energy 
Survival Bar; $9.95,  Amazon.com

Light Up the Way
Perfect flashlight for kids!  

With a 12 hour run time, this 
water resistant flashlight comes 
with a Glow-in-the-dark outer 

silicon sleeve. Plus, the wrist 
strap and AAA batteries are 

included!
Glow-in-the-dark 9 LED 

Flashlight
$5.50,  Amazon.com

This f lashlight glows in the 
dark making it easy for yoru 
kids to f ind under the bed!

Personal Band-Aids
Every kid loves Band-Aids!  After 
Debbie’s first-aid kits kept getting 
raided by grandkids, she started 

giving each kid their own box to use 
whenever they need.

Band-Aids; $2.47, Amazon.com

Keep Your Phone Going
High capacity portable cell phone charger! Add almost two full 
charges to an iPhone 7 or 6s or at least one full charge to a 7 

Plus, Galaxy S7, Nexus 5 or other smartphone. Or even an 80% 
charge to an iPad mini.

Anker Astro Candy bar-Sized Ultra Compact Portable 
Charger $15.99,  Amazon.com
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Protection on-the-go
Protect your electronic devices from 

electrical surges while adding the convenience 
of charging your devices directly with the dual 

USB ports. It also comes in 4 fun colors!  
Aduro Travel Size Surge Protector

 $9.99,  Amazon.com

Find Anything
Tile Mate is the easiest, quickest 

and most reliable way to find 
your phone, keys — anything!

Tile-Mate Key Finder;
 $21.24,  Amazon.com

Don’t Lose Your Memories!
Seagate Backup Plus Slim is an easy way 

to protect and share your digital life. 
Ready to go with up to 1TB of storage 

space for your most important files, avail-
able in classic black, silver, red or blue.
Seagate Portable External Hard 

Drive; $49.99,  Amazon.com

Hot Body
O2COOL’s 5-inch portable 
fan is perfect for indoor or 

outdoor activities, use in a hot 
office or at school, on a picnic 
and especially during a power 

outage. 
02COOL Portable Fan; 

$8.07,  Amazon.com

3-in-1 Super Cooker
This beauty multi-tasks as a rice, pressure, and 
slow cooker!  Clear out an entire cupboard 
and use this instead.

Fagor Multi-Cooker; 
$79.99,  Amazon.com

Protect Yourself
Small, stylish and ex-

tremely powerful, this 
Key Case Pepper Spray 

with Quick Release Key 
Ring gives you peace 
of mind.  It contains 

approximately 25 bursts 
and has a 10-foot spray 

range. 
SABRE! Red Kuros 

Pepper Spray; $7.76,  
Amazon.com

Be Prepared for Anything
Perfect for your everyday Go bag and 

travel needs!  Fits as carry-on luggage on 
the plane and comes with hand wheels 
for easy transporting. Plus, it comes in 

over 20 stylish options!
World Traveler 21 inch Rolling 
Duffle; $47.42,  Amazon.com
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Saw it All
A general purpose folding saw for cutting both green and 
dry wood, plastic, bone etc. Specially designed for wild-
life enthusiasts, hunting and campers. XT toothing, 7TPI. 

Blade specially coated for rust protection and low friction. 
Two-component plastic handle for perfect grip, with leather 

strap. Safety lock, locked also when folded.  
Laplander Folding 9 inch Saw

 $21.50,  Amazon.com

Stay Charged
Solar powered device charger for 

your phone, ipad, ipod. Charge upto 
two devices at one time!
Archer Solar Charger;
 $59.98,  Amazon.com

Charge it Up!
Ideal for use at home, in the office, or on the road, 

this Panasonic charger is a convenient way to recharge 
any combination of up to four AA or AAA Ni-MH 
rechargeable batteries. Includes: 8 AA rechargeable 

batteries, 4 AAA rechargeable batteries, 2 C adapters, 
2 D adapters, 1 battery charger, and storage case

Panasonic Eneloop Rechargeable Batteries & 
Charger;  $47.99,  Amazon.com

Stay Lit
Solar lighting system with 
built-in high capacity and 

durable rechargeable battery, 
after recharged, the lamp can 

be taken anywhere. Can be 
used for home lighting, camp-

ing lighting and emergency use 
when there is no AC power at 

home or in the office. 
SMDAZ Portable Lights; 

$22.99,  Amazon.com

The Ultimate Knife Sharpener
The Blademedic Knife Sharpener is the 

first Responder for Field Repairs on 
all types of Knife Blades. It’s like having 
an entire Sharpening Kit right in your 
Pocket-Able to tackle Regular or Ser-

rated Blades, Gut Hooks, Hunting, Fishing, 
just about any Knife. 

Lansky Blade Medic; 
$7.56,  Amazon.com

Light My Flame
The patented BlastMatch generates a 
stream of super heated sparks literally 

three times the heat of a standard match. 
You can easily light any material (wood, 

paper, bark, cloth, or man-made fire start-
ing tinder) that a match will ignite.
UST Blast Match Fire Starter; 

$14.10,  Amazon.com
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The Daily Grind
This is our favorite grain mill.  It can 

grind a lot of grain at one time, is quiet, 
clean and compact. 

Nutrimill Grinder;
 $165,  Amazon.com

The Pressure is On
When it comes to pressure canning, the 
All-American pressure canner takes the 
cake! You’re sure to be canning for a long 

time using this baby.   
All American Pressure Canner

 $201.72,  Amazon.com

Canning Tool Kit
Don’t forget the necessary canning tools 

to go along with your new pressure 
canner.

Presto 7-Piece Canning Set
 $11.99,  Amazon.com

Joe and the Volcano
Need a grill?  Need something for your dutch 

oven cooking?  Need it to cook with coals 
and gas?  Done and done!  This Volcano Stove 
is revolutionary and allows you to combine a 

myriad of cooking ways into one cooker. 
Volcano Stoves 3 Fuel Portable Stove;

 $159.99,  Amazon.com

Sun Kissed
You need this oven. Period.  
Don’t be fooled, you don’t need 
a warm day...just the sun! It’s 
the best solar cooker (reaching 
regular oven temps) and will 
bake anything you bake in a 
regular oven.  The Christmas 
package comes with everything 
you need to begin cooking with 
the sun!
All American Sun Oven 
Christmas Preparedness 
Package
 $325,  Store This, Not That!

Dry It, You’ll Like It!
Don’t waste your money on a cheap 
dehydrator (Debbie and I have both 

made that mistake) they just don’t 
do a great job like the Excalibur.  
Trust us, it’s worth every penny!

Excalibur 9-Tray Dehydrator
 $224.99,  Amazon.com
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Sun Kissed
Don’t forget about these other food storage 
helps! The Ultimate Menu Planner tackles 
the hardest part of dinner...deciding what to 
make for dinner!  While the Everyday Beans 
cookbook gives you tasty recipes for eating 
beans breakfast, lunch and dinner.  And of 
course, the food storage conversion chart 
magnets help you successfully use food 
storage in your own recipes.

Ultimate Everyday Menu Planner $20

Everyday Beans Cookbook $4.95

Food Storage Conversion Chart 
Magnets $10

Boost your gift giving this year with signed copies of Store This, Not That!  
Plus, you’ll get a set of Conversion Chart Magnets with each book. Now that is 

an extra touch you just can’t get anywhere else! 

                    2-PACK GIFT SET 5-PACK GIFT SET
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